Garrett P i Wikipedia - Garrett P i is a series of books by the author Glen Cook about Garrett a freelance private investigator. The novels are written in a film noir esque style containing elements of traditional mystery and detective fiction as well as plenty of dialogue based humor. The Garrett P i novels are set in a fantasy universe the protagonist Garrett during his adventures throughout his home city of, Garrett Takes the Case Garrett P i Glen Cook - Garrett takes the case 2012 is the second fantasy detective omnibus in the Garrett files series following the Garrett files this volume contains old tin sorrows. dread brass shadows and red iron nights Garrett is a former marine. Port Manteaux Word Maker Onelook Dictionary Search - Port Manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you'll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example, enter giraffe and you'll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest. Hollywood Reporter Entertainment News - The Hollywood Reporter is your source for breaking news about Hollywood and entertainment including movies, TV reviews and industry blogs.